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TJM EQUIPMENT TO SUIT

TAKE THE LEAD.
TJM4x4     www.tjm.com.au
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TAKE
THE

LEAD.
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TAKE THE LEAD WITH TJM. 
At TJM, we understand the importance 
of being prepared: prepared for the 
adventure you’re searching for and 
prepared for the unexpected bumps 
along the way. That’s why we design, 
test and manufacture products to help 
you get 4x4 equipped to take on the 
most challenging off-road conditions 
imaginable. So, what are you 
waiting for?
It’s time to Take The Lead with TJM.
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OUR LEGENDARY STRENGTH STARTS
WITH OUR SOLID FOUNDATION.

Our innovative winch frame mount system not only gives your recovery winch a secure home, but its 
connection to your vehicle’s chassis is so strong that it allows us to include rated recovery points as 

standard - giving you the strongest possible bull bar and an extra recovery tool all at once.

FIGURE 1
FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

Image for Illustration purposes

TJM ENGINEERS REPLICATE THE 
VEHICLE’S CRUSH CHARACTERISTICS 

THROUGH OUR UNIQUE MOUNTING 
SYSTEM. WE’VE ACHIEVED THE MAXIMUM 
PROTECTION FOR YOU AND YOUR VEHICLE 

WITHOUT AFFECTING THE VEHICLE’S 
AIRBAG TRIGGERING SYSTEM.

OUR DESIGN IS SO STRONG THAT RATED 
RECOVERY POINTS AREN’T A BOLT-ON EXTRA - 

THEY’RE A STANDARD FEATURE.

OUR PATENTLY STRONG 
STEEL WINCH FRAME 

CREATES A SECURE HOME 
FOR YOUR CHOICE OF 

RECOVERY WINCH.
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READY FOR
ACCESSORIES

TJM bull bars provide a strong 
and stable mounting point for 

accessories such as driving lights 
and UHF aerials, while our unique 
winch frame mount system creates 
a safe and strong home for your 

choice of recovery winch.

AND ENDS WITH ONE OF THE MOST
FEATURE-PACKED BARS IMAGINABLE.

Our bull bars are designed to be as functional as they are strong, 
which allows your 4x4 to reach its true potential.

LIGHTS

WINCHES

COMMUNICATIONS

DESIGNED & ENGINEERED 
IN AUSTRALIA

ADR
COMPLIANT

AIRBAG
COMPATIBLE

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

AUSTRALIA WIDE
SUPPORT

DUAL AERIAL
PROVISION

RECOVERY
JACK POINTS

LED FOG LIGHTS
& INDICATORS*

ACCOMODATES
DRIVING LIGHTS

MULTI-FOLD CHANNEL AND 
WING DESIGN, DELIBERATELY 

SPACED FOR MAXIMUM 
STRENGTH.

UPSWEPT WING PROVIDES 
IMPROVED APPROACH ANGLE 

OVER STANDARD.

Image for Illustration purposes*Prado Fog Lights sold separately
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· 63mmø tubing

· Under wing protection guards

· Designed for optimal approach angle

· Reinforced T-slot recovery jack points

· Accommodates driving lights

· Provision for fitment of dual aerials

· Does not void your new vehicle warranty

· Bumper cut design

· Fog light blanking covers standard,
optional fitment of TJM LED fog lights 
(Available separately)

· Flush steel mounted LED combination 
indicator/park lights with tough polycarbonate 
lenses

Features and benefits

Technical specifications

TJM OUTBACK
BULL BAR.

WEIGHT = 74.0KG
LENGTH IN FRONT OF BUMPER = 150MM

DISTANCE BETWEEN CATOS = 745MM

* Weight added to vehicle once OEM components 
   removed. Excludes accessories.

Safety
Compatible with Toyota Safety Sense - Lane Departure Alert 
(LDA), Pre-Collision Safety system (PCS) with pedestrian detection 
and Active Cruise Control (ACC)

Winch compatibility Rated to take up to 9,500lb winch

Recovery points Combined 8000kg rating with equaliser strap

ADR Australian Design Rule compliant

TJM’s Outback bar for the Toyota 
Prado incorporates a high-flow grille 
system to ensure the powertrain 
receives as much airflow as possible 
while still maintaining optimal 
strength during impact events. Its 
unique design is made from high-
strength steel and finished with 
our world class powder coat to 
maximise durability in the harshest 
conditions imaginable.

DESIGNED & ENGINEERED 
IN AUSTRALIA

ADR
COMPLIANT

AIRBAG
COMPATIBLE

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

AUSTRALIA WIDE
SUPPORT

UNBEATABLE VEHICLE 
PROTECTION

ALL-STEEL
CONSTRUCTION

CATO STRAPS FOR EXTRA 
IMPACT RESISTANCE

RATED RECOVERY
POINTS STANDARD

READY FOR 
ACCESSORIES

COMPATIBLE WITH ALL 
PRADO SAFETY FEATURES
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Boasting an all-steel 
construction that’s 

designed to thrive in 
extreme conditions, 

the TJM Outback bar 
delivers unparalleled 

protection for your 4x4.
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· 76mmø  centre tube and 63mmø

outer tube

· Wing under guards and centre guard

· Designed for optimal approach angle

· Flush steel mounted LED combination 
indicator/park lights with tough 
polycarbonate lenses

· Accommodates large driving lights

· Provision for fitment of dual aerials

· Does not void your new vehicle warranty

· Fog light blanking covers standard,
optional fitment of TJM LED fog lights 
(Available separately)

TJM SIGNATURE
BULL BAR.

Features and benefits

The TJM Signature bar effortlessly 
combines head-turning looks and 
proper vehicle protection in a light-
weight package. Fog and indicator 
lights are integrated, while large winch 
access points allow for easy recovery 
winch access and increased airflow. 
The Signature bar is also completely 
compatible with the Prado’s in-built 
safety features, meaning it combines 
protection, safety and good looks all in 
one package.

Technical specifications

Safety
Compatible with Toyota Safety Sense - Lane Departure Alert 
(LDA), Pre-Collision Safety system (PCS) with pedestrian detection 
and Active Cruise Control (ACC)

Winch compatibility Rated to take up to 9,500lb winch

Recovery points Combined 8000kg rating with equaliser strap

ADR Australian Design Rule compliant

WEIGHT = 57.0KG
LENGTH IN FRONT OF BUMPER = 160MM

DISTANCE BETWEEN CATOS = 730MM

* Weight added to vehicle once OEM components 
   removed. Excludes accessories.

COMPATIBLE WITH ALL 
PRADO SAFETY FEATURES

STRONG YET
LIGHTWEIGHT

RATED RECOVERY
POINTS STANDARD

READY FOR 
ACCESSORIES

HIGHLY POLISHED
ALLOY CONSTRUCTION

UNRIVALLED ALLOY
BUILD QUALITY

ADR
COMPLIANT

AIRBAG
COMPATIBLE

DESIGNED & ENGINEERED 
IN AUSTRALIA

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

AUSTRALIA WIDE
SUPPORT
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Crafted from polished alloy and 
backed by TJM’s advanced bull 
bar design, the TJM Signature bar 
adds a high level of protection and 
undeniable aesthetics to any 4x4.
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Technical specifications

Material
Black powder coat steel with
alloy checker plate step tread

Size Chassis mounted 63mmØ tube

ADR Side airbag compliant

TJM SIDE BARS & SIDE STEPS.
TJM Side Bars for the Toyota Prado provide optimum protection for the 
vehicle’s guards, along with additional support for your bull bar’s tubing and 
vehicle side steps. Featuring strong 63mmØ steel tubing, they boast our proven 
two-piece clamp system that is made from high-strength steel that’s finished in 
black satin powder coat to maximise durability.

TJM’s side steps feature 63mmØ tubing and durable alloy checker treadplate for 
safety and reliability. They’re also chassis mounted for optimum strength and 
protection for side sill sections and doors when traversing challenging terrain.

TJM Side Steps and TJM Side Bars are uniquely designed to be modular. This 
means a TJM Side Step can be fitted independently of a TJM Side Bar, which 
gives you the freedom to have side steps fitted to your 4x4 with the option of 
adding side bars later.

• 63.5mmØ steel tubing provides unrivalled wheel arch and 
panel protection

• Styled to complement the Prado’s unique design

• 2 tube chassis mount system on each side for increased strength 
and protection

• Airbag compatible mounting system - does not void your new 
vehicle warranty

• ADR compliant
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Constructed from steel and designed to be 
modular, TJM Side Bars and TJM Side Steps 

offer exceptional side protection while 
perfectly complementing a TJM bull bar.
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INDIVIDUALLY 
DESIGNED

UV
STABLE

EXCELLENT IMPACT 
STRENGTH

DESIGNED & MADE 
IN AUSTRALIA

Snorkels are commonly the first accessory ever fitted to a four-wheel 
drive. Air is cooler and cleaner at roof level than air travelling via the 
bonnet, which means greater fuel efficiency and less clogging of 
air filters. These are important factors, particularly when four-wheel 
driving on dry, dusty roads.

TJM Airtec snorkels are manufactured at the highest level. All 
products are made with leading Australian polymer materials that 
exceed the Australian Standard for UV stabilisation of UV8, with 
ratings at UV20-UV24. The colour pigmentation process doesn’t cut 
any corners either, giving you an even, dense and bleed-free product.

Unlike other manufacturers, TJM engineer and design the snorkel 
individually to suit the natural shape of the vehicle. Proudly Australian 
made and quality assured, you can have the confidence that a TJM 
Airtec Snorkel will achieve peak performance on every drive.

5 YEAR
WARRANTY

TJM AIRTEC SNORKELS.
Image & diagram for Illustration purposes

ORIGINAL 
AIR CLEANER 
ASSEMBLY

AIRTEC
SNORKEL

BODY

SNORKEL
AIR RAM

UPPER SNORKEL 
BRACKET

TUBE CLAMP

INTERMEDIATE 
SNORKEL TUBE

Typical Airtec snorkel installation

DESIGNED FOR
EXTREME 

TEMPERATURES

COMPONENTS THAT ARE 
HIDDEN UNDERNEATH THE 
BONNET ARE SUBJECTED 
TO TEMPERATURES OFTEN 

EXCEEDING 1000C. TJM 
AIRTEC SNORKELS USE 
MATERIALS THAT CAN 
WITHSTAND EXTREME 

TEMPERATURES.

COLOUR FAST

TJM USE A PRCESS CALLED 
‘COLOUR COMPOUNDING’ WHERE 

THE PIGMENT IS MIXED INTO 
THE MOLTEN RESIN BEFORE THE 
AIRTEC SNORKEL IS MOULDED.
THIS ENSURES EVEN COLOUR 
SATURATION AND PREVENTS 
RUBBING OFF OR BLEEDING.
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1. Rain water drops entering the air ram of a TJM Airtec 
Snorkel are captured at the back of the inside curved 
surface, pooled around the base of the air ram and 
dispersing through the drain holes.

2. In the off chance that any minute rain water droplets find 
their way into the snorkel body, they will be atomized at 
the air filter.

3. Finally, the last line of defence is the original water drain 
in the vehicle’s air cleaner assembly.

How a TJM Airtec air ram disperses
rain water.
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3MM STEEL
CONSTRUCTION

DESIGNED & ENGINEERED 
IN AUSTRALIA

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

HUGE IMPACT
STRENGTH

Toyota Prado owners can shield the vital components of their 4x4 with a 
set of TJM Underbody Guards. Underbody damage from obstacles like tree 
stumps and rocks can put an end to any off-road trip, but Prado owners 
can protect their vehicle and keep the adventure going with TJM’s range of 
underbody guards for the Toyota Prado. 

All TJM underbody guards are made from 3mm steel and finished with a 
hard-wearing powder coat for ultimate performance and durability. Specially 
designed, pressed and folded to provide optimum strength and protection, 
you can be sure the entire TJM underbody guard range will take the brunt 
of any impact, ensuring the vital components of your vehicle are out of the 
firing line.

• Press folded in strategic areas for maximum strength

• Front underbody, sump, transmission, and transfer guards 
available separately

• Drain access holes for sump and transmission where necessary

Overseas model shown, image for Illustration purposes

SHAPED PRESSINGS 
THROUGHOUT THE 
GUARD REDUCES 

WEIGHT, ADDS 
STRENGTH AND 

PROVIDES ACCESS TO 
DRAIN HOLES WHERE 

APPLICABLE.

SHROUDED 
WASHERS WHERE 

NECESSARY
PROTECTS THE 

BOLT HEADS FROM 
DAMAGE ENSURING 

THEY CAN BE 
EASILY UNDONE IF 

REQUIRED.

TEXTURED MATTE 
POWDER-COATED BLACK
LOOKS GREAT, BLENDS 
IN WITH THE VEHICLE 

UNDERBODY & 
PROTECTS FROM RUST.

FRONT GUARD JOINER
WEIGHT = 1.2KG 

F.U.GUARD
WEIGHT = 7KG 

SUMP &
TRANSMISSION

GUARD
WEIGHT = 15.4KG

TJM UNDERBODY GUARDS.
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Specially designed, pressed 
and folded to provide optimum 

strength and protection.
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HIGH DURABILITY
RUBBER BUSHES

ENSURES ENHANCED 
FLEXIBILITY, NOISE

REDUCTION AND
SHOCK LIFESPAN.

20MM HARD PLATED & HEAT 
TREATED PISTON ROD

EXCEPTIONAL STRENGTH FOR 
UNBEATABLE RELIABILITY.

MULTI STAGE VELOCITY 
CONTROLLED VALVING

AUTOMATICALLY ADJUSTS 
TO TERRAIN TO DELIVER

ALL-ROUND 
PERFORMANCE.

HIGH GRADE 
DAMPING OIL

PREVENTS THE OIL 
FROM FOAMING
AND EXTENDS
SHOCK LIFE.

BIG BORE
LARGE PISTON

BORE DIAMETER 
MEANS MORE OIL
AND PREVENTS
SHOCK FADE. 

Whether you’re tackling corrugated roads, rough 
terrain, or planning to tow a caravan across the 
country, you can’t go past a TJM XGS suspension 
kit to improve every aspect of your drive. You’ll be 
equipped for a smoother, more comfortable ride 
while also improving road handling, braking ability, 
noise and vibration.

4WDs have factory engineered suspension, but it’s 
usually only enough to accommodate a boot load 
of gear and general road driving or limited off-road 
driving. Installing a set of shock absorbers, a pair 
of springs or a full TJM XGS suspension kit will 
immediately transform your vehicle’s ride handling, 
load carrying and towing capabilities

SHOCK 
YOUR
MATES.
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TJM XGS 4WD 
SUSPENSION WILL 

IMPROVE YOUR LOAD 
CARRYING CAPACITY 

AND REGAIN LOST 
GROUND CLEARANCE 

FROM FITTED 
ACCESSORIES.

2MM OUTER TUBE WALL
PROTECTS THE SHOCK FROM 

FLYING DEBRIS.

0-50MM LIFT
PROVIDES INCREASED 
GROUND CLEARANCE 
AND CONTROL AND 
IMPROVED SHOCK 

TRAVEL. 

TWIN TUBE DESIGN
EXTERNAL WALL 
DAMAGE DOESN’T 

AFFECT SHOCK 
PERFORMANCE.

DESIGNED & ENGINEERED 
IN AUSTRALIA

QUALITY
ASSURED

3 YEAR / 100,000KM 
WARRANTY

AUSTRALIA WIDE
SUPPORT

Whether you’re white-knuckling it on the Old 
Telegraph Track or bounding down the Anne 

Beadell Highway, quality vehicle suspension is 
key to tackling rough terrain.

Learn more and request
a quote at TJM.com.au 

Images for Illustration purposes
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STEEL ALLOY+ STEEL+ALLOY

RAISED (LBA 80KG+)

3 YEAR / 100,000KM 
WARRANTY

EPOXY POWDER COATING
ACHIEVES THE MOST 

DURABLE FINISH AND 
PRESENTATION.

FULLY SCRAGGED 
AND LOAD TESTED

TO ELIMINATE
SPRING SAG.  

PRE TREATMENT
PHOSPHATE DIPPED FOR 
MAXIMUM CORROSION 

PROTECTION.

TJM XGS COIL SPRINGS.
Coil Springs are one of the hardest working suspension 
components in a vehicle, supporting a vehicle’s weight 
24-hours a day. 

RAISED (LBA 0-50KG) RAISED (LBA 50-80KG)

LBA (Load Bearing Accessories) rating may vary.

SHOT PEENED
PRODUCES A HIGH 

INTENSITY FINISH AND 
ENSURES MAXIMUM 

FATIGUE LIFE.

HEATED TO UP
TO 1000ΟC

THEN HOT ROLLED, 
HARDENED THEN 
TEMPERED VIA A 

COMPUTER CONTROLLED
GAS FURNACE.

NEW GENERATION 
X5K SPRING STEEL

EXCEPTIONAL 
STRENGTH FOR 
UNBEATABLE 
RELIABILITY.  
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Weight of an empty 
standard vehicle. 

VEHICLE 
PROTECTION

NUDGE BAR  10 - 15KG

OUTBACK STEEL BAR  75 - 115KG

SIGNATURE ALLOY BAR  50 - 75KG

SIDE BARS  15 - 20KG

SIDE STEPS  35 - 45KG

REAR BAR  45 - 75KG

WINCHES
TORQ WINCH 9500LB SYNTHETIC ROPE  35KG

TORQ WINCH 9500LB STEEL CABLE  40KG

ROOF TRAY
STEEL  35 - 50KG

ALLOY  20 - 25KG

CANOPY
TJM PREMIUM CANOPY  85KG*

AEROKLAS CANOPY  75KG*

ROOF TOP 
TENTS

BOULIA 55KG

YULARA 60KG

UNDERBODY 
GUARDS

FRONT 1 0 - 15KG

SUMP  5 - 10KG

TRANSMISSION  10 - 15KG

TRANSFER  5 - 10KG

OTHER 
ACCESSORIES

TJM 2.5M AWNING  15KG

TJM RECOVERY JACK  20KG

TJM HD RECOVERY KIT  20KG

DRIVING LIGHT 220MM  3KG

SECOND BATTERY - N70ZZ  30KG

TOOL BOX 1200X500X700 ALLOY (EMPTY)  30KG

DOMETIC 80L FRIDGE (EMPTY)  30KG

WAGON - REAR TYRE CARRIER (NO TYRE)  80KG

WEIGHT CAPACITY.
Maximum weight of the vehicle including 
accessories and payload. If towing, GVM 

also includes Tow Ball Download. 

ACCESSORY WEIGHT GUIDE.

TJM XGS 4wd suspension will improve your load 
carrying capacity and regain lost ground clearance 

from fitted accessories.

TARE GVM

RAISED

COIL
SPRINGS

RAISED (APPROX ˜80KG+)

TJM XGS XS

TJM XGS XT

SHOCKS
& STRUTS

RAISED (APPROX ˜150KG)

RAISED (APPROX ˜450KG)

RAISED (APPROX ˜300KG)

LEAF
SPRINGS
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Shed some light on your next adventure 
with our range of lighting solutions. At 
TJM, we have a huge range of round 
driving lights, light bars, work lights or 
camp lights for all your lighting needs.

Vehicle recovery is a potential part of 
most off-road journeys – be prepared 
for the unexpected with TJM’s range of 
recovery kits, winches, recovery tracks 
and more.

_ _ _ _ _ _, CAMERA, ACTION. GEAR TO GET YOU
OUT OF THERE.

A TJM Torq Winch is an essential risk-
management tool when venturing to 
exciting off-road destinations. Our range 
of Torq Winches have superior power for 
increased line speed and faster recovery 
and, because they’re available in a wide 
range of 9,500lb and 12,000lb options, 
there’s a TJM Torq winch to fit your 4x4.

WINCH, WINCH
NUDGE, NUDGE.
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Power and communications solutions 
help you stay on the road (and off the 
beaten track) safely, more comfortably 
and for longer. Get equipped at TJM 
with battery management systems, UHF 
radios, solar power solutions and more.

POWER TO TAKE
YOU FURTHER.

The TJM Pro Series compressor range 
delivers faster inflation and longer running 
times thanks to their high flow rates, 
innovative convection cooling system and 
100% Duty Cycle. Painstakingly designed 
and brilliantly engineered, TJM Pro Series 
compressors boast unbeatable endurance 
and performance.

BLOW AWAY THE
CHASING PACK.

A TJM awning gives you instant 
comfort and protection from the 
elements wherever you pull up. Swift 
to set up in under 30 seconds and 
simple to pack away, TJM awnings are 
available in three sizes to perfectly suit 
your travel style.

A SPOT IN THE SHADE
WHEREVER YOU GO.
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Join Club TJM today to get access to 
heap of exclusive member-only benefits: 
sneak peeks at new products, special 
offers on gear, entry to mouth-watering 
competitions, quick and easy online 
quoting and VIP guides and off-road tips 
to help you explore more.

Buy now, pay later with Zip. Enjoy 
interest-free payments on purchases 
at TJM so you can get equipped with 
anything from a camp chair to a full 4x4 
fit-out, today. With Zip, you can own 
what you love and pay how you like.

GET OFF-ROAD SOONER.JOIN OUR CLUB.SET UP CAMP.

With TJMs extensive camping range 
along for the ride, setting up camp 
is easy. From our range of lightweight 
yet seriously tough camping chairs, to 
fixed, portable and hybrid camping 
lights, storage solutions, umbrellas, 
tumblers and more – if you’re after 
impeccable comfort when you’re 
camping off the grid, TJM has more than 
got you covered.
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Every TJM distributor is equipped 
with a fully functional workshop and 
experienced fitment staff that can 
help get your 4x4 ready for whatever 
lies ahead. After purchasing fitted 
accessories like a bull bar, recovery 
winch, side steps, canopies and more, 
simply ask our team to organise fitment 
of your new gear to your vehicle.

If you want to have instant access to 
power from your vehicle – whether it’s 
to power camping lights, a fridge or 
various 12v appliances – an auxiliary 
power system is essential. Talk to your 
local TJM distributor to find the right 
system and to get our expert team 
to install it, giving you peace of mind 
and the power to go further.

Upgrading your vehicle’s suspension 
system or Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) 
enhances your 4x4’s on and off-road 
potential by increasing its ride, comfort, 
handling and load-carrying capability. 
As suspension experts, TJM can tailor 
a suspension solution to suit you, your 
vehicle and the loads you need to carry.

You can store more and do more with 
your 4x4 thanks to TJM’s range of 
exceptional storage solutions. Ranging 
from customised drawer systems to 
ute canopies that seamlessly integrate 
with your vehicle, TJM has the perfect 
storage solution to help you carry 
more gear, access it faster and protect 
it better.

Tools like antennas and UHF radios 
combine to give you the ability to 
communicate with other travellers and 
get help in emergency situations when 
in remote areas. Find out which setup is 
right for you and get it installed in your 
vehicle quickly and professionally visiting 
a TJM distributor and consulting with 
our experienced team members.

Any off-road trip can be cut short if 
your vehicle is not properly prepared 
for the journey. Guard yourself and 
your vehicle from some potential 
surprises by getting our expert staff to 
have a look at the state of your 4x4 
before you hit the road.

4X4
FITOUTS

SUSPENSION &
GVM UPGRADES

COMMUNICATIONS 
INSTALLATIONS

DUAL BATTERY
SYSTEM SETUPS

STORAGE
SOLUTIONS

PRE-TRIP
INSPECTIONS

GET EQUIPPED FOR ANYTHING.
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TAKE THE LEAD.

+

TJM4x4     www.tjm.com.au

Find your closest 
store at TJM.com.au

Get a
quote online

Buy
online

OR ORWE’VE GOT YOUR BACK!
WITH OUR NATION WIDE NETWORK OF 4X4 SPECIALISTS.
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